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In an article published in these Transactions f the author has proved the

existence of normal functions for the differential equation

(1) y"+p(x)y'+[\A(x)-B(x)]y = 0

and the boundary conditions

\axy(a) + a2y(b) + asy(a) + aiy'(b) = Q,

1 bxy(a) + b2y(b) + \y'(a) + \y'(b) = 0,

by a method which sets in evidence the properties of the normal functions as

solutions of minimum problems. It was shown that this point of view is useful

in deriving oscillation theorems, i. e., in investigating the zeros of the functions.

It is the object of this paper to show that the minimal properties of the nor-

mal functions may be used to prove in a simple manner the possibility of expand-

ing a function in terms of normal functions. \

The coefficientsp, A, B are supposed to be continuous in the interval (a, b).

In addition the following assumptions are made, the determinants afbk — akbi of

the coefficients of the equations (2) being denoted by dik :

* Presented to the Society September 3 and December 28, 1906, in less general form. Received

for publication June 27, 1907.

tVol. 7 (1906), p. 337.

X Recent articles of special importance on this subject are those of Hilbert, Grundzüge einer

allgemeinen Theorie der linearen Integralgleichungen, Nachrichten der K. Gesellschaft

der Wissenschaften zu Göttingen, 1904, 1905, 1906, and Kneser, Mathematische

Ann alen, vol. 63 (1907), p. 477. These articles are based on the theory of integral equations,

as developed by Hilbert and Schmidt. Kneser removes the restrictions imposed by Hil-

bert, that the function be continuous with its first and second derivatives, and satisfy the

same boundary conditions as the normal functions. In all work on this subject the boundary

conditions for the normal functions are special cases of equations (2), above, except in the im-

portant case of singularities of the differential equation. The function A is supposed positive

in all previous work, except in the fifth memoir of Hilbert's series, in which, by considering

a new class of integral equations, the restriction is removed. This restriction will not be made

in the present article.
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(d) B(x)^0                                     (csâx^b),

(ß) d2i=dXieS>,

(y) No two of the quantities dX2, dxi, d^, dtö have opposite signs.

Equation (ß) insures that any two functions u, v which satisfy the boundary

conditions (2) also satisfy the equation *

(3) [P(uv'-vu')Ya = 0 (p=e^>j

On account of (7) the quantity

- [Pyy'M

is positive or zero for any function y which satisfies (2).    Under these assump-

tions the following theorem holds : f

There exists an infinite series of normal parameter values \ and corre-

sponding solutions (normal functions) yn of the differential equation (1) and

the boundary conditions (2). If A changes sign in (a, 6), the values \ include

an infinite series of positive terms, \ = \ = \ = \ = • • •, increasing without

limit, and an infinite series of negative terms, \_x Ü5 \_2 = \_3 = \_i = • • •,

decreasing without limit.%    The function yn satisfies the conditions §

f PAy2dx = ±l,

f PAy.ydx=0        [¿ = ±1, ±2, ••-, ± (n-1)],

and gives to the expression

J(y)=£(y'2 + Bf)Pdx- [yy'Pya

its least possible value consistent with these conditions and with equations (2).

This minimum value of J is±\ .

On the basis of these properties the following theorem will be proved :

A function f(x) which satisfies the boundary conditions (2), is continuous

within (a, b), and has a derivative which is continuous except at a finite num-

ber of points, may be expanded in a uniformly and absolutely converging

series of the form

* See page 349 of the artiole cited,

flbid., page 356.
t If A does not change sign, there are no normal parameter values of sign opposite to that of

A.    In case B = 0, \ or a j may be zero.

I The upper or lower signs are to be taken according as ¿» is positive or negative.
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<hVi + e*Vt+e*ît» + ---

+ c_xy_x + c_2y_2 + c_3y_3 +■■-,

where

xdx.^„ = ±J /4y±n<

§ 1. A property of the constants e\.

By consideration of the expression J it will be proved that the series

±c2\, fc2X¿
1=1 i=-l

are convergent.

If u and v are two functions satisfying the boundary conditions, then

J(u + v) = J(u) + J(v) + 2Jx(u, v),
where

Jx(u,v)= Ç(u'v +Buv)Pdx- [uv'Py.

Then, since J(y{ ) — \ for positive subscripts,

(4) j(f-iciy)=J(f)+±c2\-2±ciJx(f,yi) + 2 ±cichJx(yi,y1t).
\ 1=1 / i=l 1=1 i, *=1

Now the function y. satisfies the differential equation (1) for \ = \, or on mul-

tiplying (1) by P = eJ7>*%

(Py'i)' + (\A-B)Pyi=0.
Therefore,

W. VÙ = jT(/'y; + Bfyf)Pdx - {fy\Pya

= ff [ BPVi - (Py't )'] as = X. ÇpAfy.dx - efkt.
va .Ja.

Similarly,

JAy^Vie)'=\j BAy^dx^O.

Since the left member of equation (4) is positive or zero, it follows that what-

ever be ti,

<=1

But the terms of the series are positive.    Therefore the series

2>ï\
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is convergent.    The convergence of the series with negative subscripts is proved

in the same way by considering J(f — X,7=_icí2/¡).

§ 2.   Convergence of the series.

Consider the terms with positive subscripts, and write

i=n

If n be taken sufficiently large, each function y. will have at least one zero at

in the interval (a, &),* and
n+m I /-»x

4>n,m = S k I y'idx .

Now r2 + s2 = 2rs for any two numbers ?•, s, and therefore

îl+TO        /     /»x \ 2

i^n       \ «An /

Furthermore, for all values of the parameter p, the expression

I   (»« + 2»\)2^ = M2(»:-a.) + 2¿i I   2/-rfa=+   I   y'idx
•Jai Jai t'ai

has the sign of x — ar    The discriminant of this form is then not negative,

that is,

y'.dx)  =(x-a.)  i   y'.2dx ̂  (b — a) j   yfdx.

But

£yfdx^J(yf) = \,
and therefore

Since the series
00

¿c2X.¿—i  i   t

* This follows at onoe from one of the simplest of Sturm's well-known results. It may be

proved for the case here considered as follows : Let m be a function having a and ß for consecu-

tive zeros in an interval where A > 0, and satisfying (1) for ¿ = A inside (a, ß ). The existence

of such a function is assured by the theorem stated in the introduction. From the differential

equations for u and y¡ it follows that

[ j,XP]£ = (X, - A )£pAuyidx.

Determine the sign of « to be positive in (a, ß ). Then «'(ß) < 0, «'(a) > 0, since u cannot

vanish together with its derivative. Now A > 0 in (a, ß_), and therefore it follows from the

above equation that j/¡ must change sign in ( a, ß ) if /^ > A.
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is convergent, it follows that the series

ci2/i+c22/2 + c3% + ---

converges uniformly and absolutely. The convergence of the series of terms

with negative subscripts is proved in the same way.

§ 3.   The series represents the function.

Since the series converges uniformly, the difference

/-.Z «iyi = g

is a continuous function. On multiplying this equation by PAyi and integrar

ting from a to 6, the equation

(5) £ PAyi9dx = 0

results, whatever be i. This equation is sufficient to insure that g is identically

zero. It will be shown that on assumption of the contrary a function y may be

formed, which has a continuous derivative and satisfies the boundary conditions

(2) and the equations

(6) J PAy{ydx = 0 (i = ±l, ±2, ±3, • • •),

(7) f PAy2dx=±l.
•/a

Suppose such a function exists.    The value of the expression

J= £p(y'2 + By2)dx-[yy'Pya

is less than XB and — X_n if n he taken sufficiently large, since these values

increase without limit with n. Now y satisfies all the conditions of the mini-

mum problem of which either yn or else y_n is the solution, according as (7)

holds with upper or lower sign. But it gives to J a value less than the smallest

value X or — X consistent with the conditions. Such a function y can there-

fore not exist.

It remains to show that if the difference g is not identically zero, a function y

satisfying the boundary conditions (2) and the equations (6) and (7) can be

formed. Let X be a value which is not a normal parameter value. Then there

exists a solution of the equation

(Pu')' + (XA - B)Pu = PAg

under the boundary conditions (2).    Erom this equation and
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(Py'f)' + (\A-B)Pyi = 0

it follows, on account of (5), that

C{yi(Pu')' - u(Py'J }dx=(\-X) fpAy.udx.

The left member vanishes after an integration by parts, on account of equation

(3). Therefore, since X 4= \* the equations (6) are satisfied by the function u.

On multiplying « by a constant the equation (7) may be satisfied also, unless

I
b

PAu2dx = Q.

Suppose, however, that this equation holds.    Solve the equation

(Pv')' + (XA-B)Pv = PAu

under the boundary conditions (2). This function satisfies (6), the proof being

the same as before, except that g is replaced by u. Hence the desired function

y may be formed by multiplying v by a constant so that (7) will hold, unless

-.6

PAv2dx = 0.Í
Suppose again that this is the case.    Consider then the function

w = u — v,

which satisfies (2) and (6).    Now

C PAw2dx = -2 f PAuvdx = -2 f {v(Pv')'-BPv2}dx = 2J(v)>0.
t/a «/a t/a

The required function y may, therefore, be formed in any case, unless g is

identically zero.    It follows that the series represents the function.

At a later time I hope to extend this method to more general cases.

Sheffield Scientific School,

Yale University.


